The original Stage-Gate system was created in the 1980s, based on an in-depth study of successful "intrapreneurs" within major corporations as they drove successful new products to market. Their practices and the lessons they learned provided the foundation for that early stage-and-gate model. Over the years, Stage-Gate has evolved and incorporated many new practices. Today Stage-Gate is used by an estimated 75% of US firms doing product development, and an even higher percentage in northern Europe.
A3-Accelerated:
The next-generation idea-to-launch system is focused on accelerating the development process. Projects in the system are properly resourced, especially major projects, and fully staffed by a dedicated crossfunctional team for maximum speed to market. Activities within stages overlap, and even stages overlap: the notion of a "stage" is less relevant in this new system. There is more emphasis on the fuzzy front end, making it sharper and less fuzzy, so that the project is clearly scoped and key unknowns, risks, and uncertainties identified as early as possible. Finally, robust IT support is provided to reduce work, provide better communication, and accelerate the process.
Integrating the Evidence into A Next-Generation Idea-to-Launch System
Integrating these various improvements and changes-some evolutionary, such as fast-track versions, some more revolutionary, such as the risk-based contingency model-produces a framework for next-generation idea-to-launch systems, contrasted to traditional Stage-Gate development in terms of context, system design, the role of gates, and the organization of project teams.
The traditional process is well suited to known and traditional product developments, which are the majority of projects for most firms. But the newer process is designed for more innovative and bolder projects targeted at less well-defined but growing markets and relying on newer technology with technology risks -it's adaptive and flexible, agile and accelerated. Gates are still part of the next-generation system, but they are less relevant than in the traditional process, and they are integrated with portfolio management and portfolio reviews. Go/Kill criteria are less financially focused, emphasizing more strategic, competitive, and leverage factors; when the criteria are financial, they employ more appropriate financial models to account for risk and options buying. Organizationally, the next-generation system requires dedicated cross-functional project teams with the resources needed to move the project forward quicklydedicated people for important projects, not spread over multiple projects and other tasks.
To my knowledge, no company has yet implemented every element of the next-generation system described here. But some have come close. Private discussions with executives in these firms reveal dramatically positive results. So perhaps it's time to rethink your idea-to-launch system, borrow some of the methods outlined in this article, and strive for more a more adaptive, agile, and accelerated stage-and-gate system. 
